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Automa�c analysis 5.8.0: demonstra�on of 
integrated and responsive open-source development

Introduc�on
Challenge
 - Increasingly large cohort sizes: ~10 (2005) → hundreds (2020)
 - Mul�modality: a more integrated view of the brain
          ↓
 - Requires integra�on of different tools      → Efficiency
 - Difficult documenta�on and increased risk of error → Reproducibility
 - Harder to detect errors           → Transparency

Solu�on - Automa�c analysis (aa) 
 - Flexible construc�on of complex workflows in MATLAB
 - Convenient integra�on of tools
 - Parallel execu�on             → Efficiency

 - Replicable high-level workflow descrip�on  → Reproducibility

 - Provenance informa�on
 - Relevant diagnos�cs for quality assurance  → Transparency

aa5.8.0

Track record
Mature pla�orm
 - 15 years old, under ac�ve development by an interna�onal team 
 - 100+ researchers in 100s of studies, comprising 1000s of par�cipants. 

Well suited to the analysis of large, mul�modal datasets, 
such as Cambridge Centre for Aging and Neuroscience 
(www.cam-can.org)

Methods
New use-case - M/EEG
 - Integra�on of EEGLAB and FieldTrip toolboxes with a new sets of modules
 - Example workflow based on an openly available dataset

New environment - Windows
 - MATLAB is a pla�orm-dependent environment
 - Pla�orm-dependen engine: itera�ve tes�ng of components 

Results
The implemented changes improve aa’s robustness and offer its benefits for 
a more diverse community. The improved transparency in the development 
and the applica�on allows more agile and responsive development while it 
also reduces the technical debt for contribu�on and applica�on. 

Highlights
 - aa improves reproducibility and supports a wide range of use cases.
 - GitHub provides a powerful collabora�ve coding environment. 

Github as development framework
 - Program development
 - Wesite (Pages)

 - Version control with audit
 - Project managment (Projects)

 - User support (Issues, Discussions)

 - CI/CD (Ac�ons, GitHub-hoster)

 - Mul�pla�orm tes�ng 

Commits 2815

Issues 214

Pull requests 89

Discussions 17

Forks 37
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